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Perfect Wagner Rite’ Greenan is working on a greater scale and has created
a ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ of epic proportions with musical score, talking heads,
a rotating hut, and elaborate costumes and props made of myriad materials
and textures, richly decorated and painstakingly produced.

Written, Directed & Narrated by
Aoibheann Greenan

The Perfect Wagner Rite is an Import Projects commission in collaboration
with curator Alice Planel and Anja Henckel, and was conceived as a site-specific and performative installation; the frenzied exuberance of Greenan’s
imagined world parodies the constant reinvention normalised by a micro-society of globe-trotting, urban and creative workers who call Berlin home.

Composed by
Robert Mirolo
Elaborate hand-made costumes, godheads and allegory: the stage is set for a
collision between epic drama and bawdy ritual.
Aoibheann Greenan‘s theatrical and interactive installation ‘The Perfect Wagner Rite’ takes George Bernard Shaw‘s philosophical and political commentary on Wagner’s tetralogy ‘The Ring of the Nibelungs’ as its starting point.
In a deliberate act of cultural voyeurism inspired by Shaw’s interpretation of
Wagner, Greenan invents a pseudo-subculture of contemporary worshippers
whose philosophies and practices draw heavily on the Ring as a source of
legitimation. ‘The Perfect Wagner Rite’ is an elaborate and delirious theatrical
environment, part fetishist spectacle, part esoteric ritual ground. Presented
in its entirety at Import Projects, an abridged version of the performative work
was staged at KW, Berlin during the ONE NIGHT STAND #8 on April 14th organised by the Network of Berlin Independent Project Spaces and Initiatives.
Within the gallery space at Import, Greenan has installed a replica of George
Bernard Shaw’s rotating writing hut, which can be set in motion by performers
and thus functions as a peepshow of sorts. Overseen by a giant god-head
figure, performers will utilise Greenan’s extravagant costumes and props to
enact an epic drama in which sexual desire mirrors cupidity and consumerist
culture, sexual perversions mirror systems of law and domination. Entering
into the ring the audience/voyeur becomes indirectly initiated into Greenan‘s
mock-ceremony. Through the prism of Shaw’s commentary, Greenan’s work
playfully questions what rituals and folklore can create political and cultural
agency today.
For previous exhibitions of her work Greenan orchestrated immersive and
bizarre worlds from finely crafted objects and live performances. With ‘The

Artist Bio:
Aoibheann Greenan is a multidisciplinary artist working at the intersection of
visual art and experimental theatre. Her work critically examines the process
by which culture and identity are evaluated in our digital and globalized era.
Greenan’s work has been selected for solo exhibitions in institutions such as
the Wexford Arts Centre (forthcoming); Import Projects, Berlin (forthcoming);
Temple Bar Gallery, Dublin; The RHA, Dublin; Project Arts Centre, Dublin and
Roscommon Arts Centre Her work was selected for After the Future; EVA International, Limerick (curated by Annie Fletcher). Most recently she has been
invited to exhibit her work at Cycle Music and Art Festival in Iceland. Greenan
has been awarded residencies at SIM, Reykjavik; SOMA, Mexico City and Chateau de Servieres, Marseilles. She has received bursaries from Culture Ireland, Arts Council Ireland and Fingal Arts Council.
Curator Bios:
Anja is based in Berlin and London. Prior to completing her fine art studies at
the University of the Arts London, she studied history and geography in Berlin.
She has written for publications including Sleek and Grand Tour Magazine.
Committed to cultural exchange, Anja has worked as Tour Director for EF Educational Tours throughout Europe since 2006 and conducts cultural tours for
NICHE Art & Architecture Tours Berlin since 2012.
Alice Planel is a freelance curator, lecturer and activist working between
Ireland and Berlin. She is particularly interested in performance, in bridging dance, theatre and the visual arts, and in collaborative approaches to

curation. As an activist, her interests lie in the concept of food justice and
the value of labour. She has curated and collaborated on programs in rural
Ireland, London and Berlin. In an academic capacity she has contributed to
artist monographs, journals and conferences in Algeria, Morocco, France, Ireland and the UK.
Import Projects, a non-profit art space was founded by Anja Henckel & Nadim Samman in 2012, a platform for probing the intersection of technology,
iden- tity and community. Their other recent joint projects include the Antarctic Pa- vilion at the Venice Biennale of Architecture (2014) and Art (2015), The
Cycle Music and Art Festival (Reykjavik) in 2015 and continuing this year. The
duo curated the group exhibition Desert Now at gallery Steve Turner in Los
Angeles and are now planing, as part of the organising committee, the 1st
Antarctic Biennale.
Supported by Culture Ireland and the Embassy of Ireland in Berlin.
Special Thanks to Quartiermeister and OurBerlin.

SHAW (V.O.)
“Now to be devoted to Wagner merely as a dog is devoted to his
master, reverencing his superiority without understanding it, is no
true Wagnerism. “The Ring of the Nibelungs, with all its gods and
giants and dwarfs, its water-maidens and Valkyries, its wishing-cap,
magic ring, enchanted sword, and miraculous treasure, is a drama
of today, and not of a remote and fabulous antiquity. It is generally
understood, however, that there is an inner ring of superior persons
to whom the whole work has a most urgent and searching philosophic and social significance. I profess to be such a superior person and I offer my commentary to those who wish to be introduced
to the work on equal terms with that inner circle of adepts.”
ACT 1: THE RHINEGOLD
Scene One: Die Großstadt
Six participants adorned in red robes form a wide circle that is completed at
one end by a replica of George Bernard Shaw’s manually-operated rotating
writing shed
RHINEMAIDENS approach the inner circle with GOLD and spin her around to
face the audience
GOLD
Enter voyeurs to the scene of our rite
I am your master and guide for the night
Come with me now to the depths of the Rhine
Where my maidens are having a rollicking time
“ Three Ladies” sequence. DWARF is creeping around the circle, peeking in
at the scene until suddenly he enters.
RHINEMAIDENS
Poor little bitch-boy, all alone wanking,
Come over here and we’ll give you a spanking!
GOLD
The lumbering dwarf, try as he might
Cannot grab hold of my slippery sprites

RHINEMAIDENS
Dein Gesicht is like an ugly mix
Of a George Grrrosz and an Otto Dix!
RHINEMAIDENS and DWARF freeze and gaze hypnotically at GOLD.
GOLD
All at once I’m awash in a golden shower
Those ignorant fools are transfixed by my power
DWARF
Oh master to you I surrender control
RHINEMAIDENS
We give you our body, our mind and our soul!
GOLD
But the dwarf has a plan that will soon spell disaster...
DWARF
...I can’t fuck these bitches so I’ll have their master!
RHINEGOLD
So schnell wie der Blitz he makes me his slave
He drags me away to his torture caaave
DWARF drags GOLD to the front of WAGNER monument (facing outwards)
RHINEMAIDENS sob, gradually getting louder until screaming.
RHINEGOLD (O.S.)
Had only my maidens fulfilled the dwarf’s need
He’d not have resorted to monetary greed
The Rhine Valley sounds with a murderous rage
That heralds the death of the golden age
RHINEMAIDENS spin shed slowly as scene changes

SHAW (V.O.)
“His choice is forced on him. He forswears love as thousands of us
forswear it every day. And now, what forces are there in the world to
resist Alberic, our dwarf, in his new character of sworn plutocrat?
He is soon at work wielding the power of the gold. For his gain,
hordes of his fellow-creatures are thenceforth condemned to slave
miserably, overground and underground, lashed to their work by the
invisible WHIP of starvation. All this part of the story is frightfully
real, frightfully present, frightfully modern. If there were no higher
power in the world to work against Alberic, the end of it would be
utter destruction. Such a force there is, however; and it is called
Godhead.”
WOTAN exits shed and lies down next to participant 2
Scene 2: Valhalla, Platz der Republik 1, 11011 Berlin
Dream sequence music as WOTAN sleepily strums lute
GOLD
We enter Valhalla where Wotan’s daydreaming
Of policy changes and amorous scheming
WOTAN
(sleep-talking)
Baby I’ve just had a mandate enforced
That legally bind you to honour my Wurst
GIANTS and begin circling WOTAN
GOLD
Two giants awake him with brute force and malice
GIANTS
Our fee for building your pussy palace!
WOTAN hurriedly clambers to his feet

WOTAN
Freia du Schlampe! The giants are here,
Won’t you please hand me my anal bead spear?
WOTAN directs his attention to participant 1
Pause as the participant attempts to hand it over. While doing so she is
grabbed by the GIANTS
GIANTS
Hallo little lady, you’re coming with us...
WOTAN
...Now calm down you oafs, there’s no need to fuss!
I know an imp who is wielding a treasure,
A trinket that grants you with infinite pleasure
What say I pay him a ‘booty call’?
You give back my sub and we settle this brawl.
GIANTS
No deal will be made til you bring us the Schatz
(turning to each other)
She’ll make us a fortune at Nollendorfplatz!
GIANTS guide participant offstage and begin makeover
WOTAN laments the loss of Freia, hands his spear to participant 4 and exits
the circle
RHINEMAIDENS spin shed slowly
SHAW (V.O.)
“Godhead, face to face with stupidity, must compromise. Unable
to enforce on the world the pure law of thought, it must resort to a
mechanical law of commandments. Godhead must maintain at all
costs the sanctity of the law, even when it has ceased to represent
their thought; so that at last they get entangled in a network of
ordinances which they no longer believe in, and yet have made so
sacred by custom and so terrible by punishment, that they cannot
themselves escape from them. Thus Godhead’s resort to law finally
costs it half its integrity—as if a spiritual king, to gain temporal power, had plucked out one of his eyes.”

Scene 3: Ruhrgebiet « Dwarf’s Mine »
Mine musical sequence
DWARF spins GOLD so that her back faces the audience and tinkers at the
rocks with his tools. When the music intro is approaching he spins her around
again to face the audience.
GOLD
Down in the dungeon an army is working
The dwarf cracks his whip...
DWARF
...Don’t stop circle-jerking!
GOLD
The ritual builds to the sounds of a storm
Lust fills the dwarf as my body transforms
Dwarf begins to pull ring out from inside GOLD’s costume
With a feverish frenzy he tears me asunder
And plunders my depths in the clattering thunder...thunder...thunder
Pause as DWARF lifts ring up high
DWARF
The ring at last, its power is mine…
WOTAN slides into view
GOLD
… At once appears Wotan seduced by the shine
WOTAN
Impressive gadget, say what does it do?
DWARF
...It can make me grow bigger and harder than you!

WOTAN
‘I’ll bet you can’t shrink to the size of a toad’...

GIANTS
...Pile that shit up if you value your whore!

DWARF
pffft!

GOLD
When Wotan refuses to part with the ring
I rise up and urge him to “cough up the bling”

DWARF shrinks, WOTAN squashes him and grabs the ring
GOLD
...And with that the trickster is off up the road.

WOTAN places ring in GOLD’s hand.
WOTAN unchains participant, guides her back towards the audience and
enters shed

WOTAN puts ring over shoulder and drags GOLD back to shed (where Participant 1 was originally standing)
SHAW (V.O.)
“And here the dwarf, like the giants before him, feels the very foundations of the world shake beneath him at the discovery of his own
base cupidity in a higher power. That evil should, in its loveless desperation, create malign powers which Godhead could not create,
seems but natural justice to him. But that Godhead should steal
those malign powers from evil, and wield them itself, is a monstrous
perversion.”
Scene 4: Valhalla, Platz der Republik 1, 11011 Berlin
GIANTS return with participant whose robe has now been discarded and is
chained with a collar to FASOLT
GOLD
Back in Valhalla the giants return
to see how much bounty their hostage will earn
WOTAN
(gesturing towards GOLD)
I bring you loot that I seized from the elf…
GOLD
...Says the cheat as he pockets the ring for himself
Blinded by greed the two fiends demand more…

GOLD
With treasures so vast that she’s now out of sight
Freia and Wotan steal into the night
Leaving behind those detestable fools
To screw to the death for my family jewels
GIANTS fight
Fasolt delivers his infamous straddle
But Fafner responds with a punishment paddle
He pounds him until Fasolt’s body is aching…
GIANTS (Fafner)
...Du Arschloch, this booty is mine for the taking!
FAFNER enters shed with ring
WOTAN helps FAFNER into DRAGON costume
RHINEMAIDENS spin shed
SHAW (V.O.)
“Fafner’s booty is quite useless to him. He has neither the cunning
nor the ambition to establish the Plutonic empire with it. Merely to
prevent others from getting it is the only purpose it brings him. His
case, however, is far too common to be surprising. The world is overstocked with persons who sacrifice all their affections, and madly
trample and batter down their fellows to obtain riches of which,
when they get them, they are unable to make the smallest use, and
to which they become the most miserable slaves.”

ACT 2: THE VALKYRIES
Scene 1: Berghain « Dragon’s Cave »
Strobe light
WOTAN rocks shed back and forth, then spins it gradually getting faster and
faster
RHINEMAIDENS dance inside circle
GOLD (O.S.)
I’m currently trapped in a freaky location
Of pulsating bodies und dank perspiration
The intoxication of primal vibrations
Have stirred in our giant a violent mutation (shouting)
DRAGON peeks head out of shed door makes cuckoo noises to the beat 4
times.
Screeching sound effect
For what, I am told, must be twelve years at least
I am prey to the sounds of that ravenous beast
Wotan’s endeavours to pilfer me back
Are foiled by the dress-code that favours all-black
WOTAN attempts to enter the circle but the RHINEMAIDENS won’t let him in.
In a shocking display of the God’s desperation
Wotan impregnates the whole congregation?
WOTAN suggestively sprays audience with foam
WOTAN turns on the light installed in Brunhilde headpiece held by participant
6 and swaps his Daddy headpiece for Vogel headpiece with participant 4
before exiting
Upon level three his Brunhilde is born
To a life of electro and Valkyrie porn
Alas she arouses such carnal desire
That she’s forced to enkindle an armour of fire...fire...fire

RHINEMAIDENS dance around participant 6 making gestures that allude to
the heat that he/she is generating
Fire sound effect
Only a hero can see that this flame
Is an aura that feeds…
Is an aura that feed on humanity’s...shame
RHINEMAIDENS spin shed
SHAW (V.O.)
“A god who broke his own laws would betray the fact that legality
and conformity are not the highest rule of conduct—a discovery fatal to his supremacy as Lawgiver. In his longing for a rescuer, it does
not occur to him (the acting godhead) that when the Hero comes,
his first exploit must be to sweep the gods and their ordinances
from the path of the heroic will.”
ACT 3: SIEGFRIED
Scene 1: Ruhrgebiet « Dwarf’s Mine »
Nena, 99 Luftballons (GOLD lip-synch intro)
Participant 3 (SIEGFRIED disguised as a participant) removes his cape and
places the Tarnhelm on his head. When the narration kicks in he spins around
and struts towards Wagner monument.
GOLD
That hero is Siegried, a runaway punk
Oblivious heir of the God-given spunk
The cunning dwarf nursed him in thirst of one thing…
DWARF
...To skullfuck the dragon and capture the ring!
GOLD
He holds out the shell of the mighty No-tongue…
DWARF holds up a floppy replica of Nothung

DWARF
...When Wotan’s spear struck it it ceased to be sprung!
SIEGFRIED
Make it erect or make friends with my crop!
Pause as DWARF tries to make sword erect!
GOLD (O.S.)
But the more the dwarf musters the more the sword flops
SIEGFRIED grabs flacid sword from DWARF
DWARF
Siegfried, bitte, I know not the craft
SIEGFRIED
You’re clearly too ugly to stiffen that shaft!
SIEGFRIED backs up threateningly towards Wagner monument where real
Nothung is hidden.
GOLD (O.S.)
At the slightest caress of our hero’s backside
No tongue is rigid and ready to ride.
It instantly storms at the dwarf’s hodensack
But the imp cuts him off with a counter-attack
DWARF
Wait….I know a dragon who’s guarding a treasure
A trinket that grants you with infinite pleasure
What’s say we pay him a ‘booty call’?
You don’t harm his nuts and we settle this brawl...
SIEGFRIED and the DWARF begin to circle the participants and shed
SHAW (V.O.)
“The boy Siegfried, having no god to instruct him in the art of unhappiness, inherits none of his father’s ill luck, and all his father’s
hardihood. The son knows no law but his own humour and is, in

short, a totally immoral person, a born anarchist, the ideal of Bakunin, an anticipation of the “overman” of Nietzsche.”
Scene 2: Berghain « Dragon’s Cave »
GOLD
As the two venture forth to the cave of the creature
The dwarf recounts tales of its physical features
DWARF
Why ne’er has one seen such unmerciful flaps…
SIEGFRIED
...Great now geh weg, I’m in need of a nap
SIEGFRIED flashes sword, DWARF squeals and runs away.
Siegfried enters circle and lays down to sleep. Pause as he snores.
GOLD
His rest is cut short by a chattering Vogel
He tries to make sense of its ludicrous yodel
VOGEL (WOTAN in disguise) performs a folk dance
SIEGFRIED joins in
GOLD
The song fills the dragon with murderous wrath…
DRAGON exits door of shed with wings outstretched and ring on its head
DRAGON
...I’ll squirt in the face of whoever said that!
VOGEL squawks and flaps away.
DRAGON circles SIEGFRIED
SIEGFRIED
So the rumours are true, you’re remarkably hung
Though your girth is no match for the mighty No-tongue!

SIEGFRIED raises Nothung up high and slays the DRAGON.
GOLD
One thrust of the sword and the dragon is spent
A familiar old pervert is hot on the scent
DWARF steals ring as DRAGON stumbles offstage
DWARF
That idiot boy, now the treasure’s all mine…
SIEGFRIED
...What’s that you said you degenerate swine?
GOLD
With no-tongue still cocked Siegfried strikes the dwarf down…
SIEGFRIED
...Fuck you and your treasures you treacherous clown!
SIEGFRIED slumps down next to the dead DWARF and VOGEL returns
GOLD
Crestfallen he plays a lament on his horn…
SIEGFRIED
...Oh Vogel, in truth I am awfully forlorn
I long for the love of a dominant dame,
To enter my sub-space without feeling shame
VOGEL
Heard of Brunhilde the Valkyrie queen?
She’s built like an ox if you know what I mean!
SIEGFRIED
Weird talking Vogel, what fortune you bring
Take me to meet her at once ‘pon your wing!
VOGEL sneaks ring under his wing and SIEGFRIED jumps on his back.

GOLD
They fly through the night t’ward their new destination
Der Vogel’s at last overcome with temptation
VOGEL jumps up and removes his hat revealing himself to be WOTAN.
Once again he swaps this for the Daddy headpiece and spear held by participant 4
WOTAN
Tis I, dein Vater, the ultimate pimp
Long ago you were left in the hands of the imp
He knew that in time you would capture the ring
(holding up ring)
What the fool didn’t know was I’d planned the whole thing
SIEGFRIED
Oh Papa, I fear that the fool here is you…
SIEGFRIED snaps WOTAN’S spear
GOLD
In seconds his weapon is severed in two
SIEGFRIED
Have one of you turds got a packet of tissues?
I’m ‘bout to unravel some big daddy issues!
SIEGFRIED slays WOTAN. He holds up the ring and freezes at the centre of
circle
RHINEMAIDENS circle SIEGFRIED, stepping over the lifeless bodies of WOTAN
and the DWARF as she walks
RHINEGOLD
Let’s pause for a moment and think this scene through
Is this really something our hero would do?
That cursed ring has brought nothing but shame
Now SIEGFRIED is likely to suffer the same
Oh faithful disciples before it’s too late
I give you to good leave to determine his fate
Only you can decide where our story will lead

Will our hero choose love or will he choose greed?
GOLD addresses participants directly
RHINEMAIDENS gesture the actions as she talks
GOLD
“Would the remaining participants please rise. You have been called upon
now to act as our jury. In order to cast your votes my maidens will now raise
your hoods one by one. Share your answers with the congregation so that
we may know Siegfried’s fate.”
RHINEMAIDENS lift the four remaining participants hoods, each one revealing a symbol underneath. Due to the way the cloaks are distributed at the
beginning of the ritual three of them will reveal love-heart symbols (love) and
only one will reveal a euro symbol (greed).
RHINEMAIDENS whisper the result in GOLD’s ear.
GOLD
“And so it is, Siegfried will continue along the path of LOVE. You choose
wisely!
Remain at your posts and be in the active discharge of your duty.”
WOTAN begins changing into BRUNHILDE costume onstage: takes headpiece
from participant 5 and replaces it with Daddy Hat
RHINEMAIDENS spin shed
		
SHAW (V.O.)
“The fires roll down the mountain; and never a hair of the hero’s
head is singed. Those frightful flames, which have scared mankind
for centuries from the truth, have not heat enough in them to make
a child shut its eyes. They are mere phantasmagoria.”
ACT 4: TWILIGHT OF THE GODS
Scene 1: A night at Panorama Bar « Brunhilde’s Mountain »
BRUNHILDE stands in door of shed. SIEGFRIED circles the participants, peeking in

GOLD
On Siegfried marches until he discovers
The fiery wall of his soon-to-be lover
SIEGFRIED
I can’t tell if it’s the inferno or not
But heilige Scheiße, she’s so fucking hot!
Kraftwerk, ‘The Model’ plays, BRUNHILDE struts towards Wagner monument
and back
GOLD
Observing the flames don’t impose any threat
He glides through the wall without breaking a sweat
BRUNHILDE
Give up your sword and get over here quick
Auf diese Weise mag ich dich
SIEGFRIED removes his helmet and swaps it with the poppers gasmask held
by Participant 5
GOLD
Brunhilde forces him into position
And Siegfried achieves his desired submission
He widens his anus with sensuous gas
Brunhilde shoves No-tongue hilt-deep up his ass
Rammstein, ‘Bück dich’ plays.
BRUNHILDE mock- penetrates SIEGFRIED with Nothung inside shed door
Wagner love motif plays
BRUNHILDE and SIEGFRIED freeze
RHINEMAIDENS push GOLD towards Wagner Monument
RHINEGOLD
The lovers writhe in ecstasy
And I rejoin my maidens three
Who worship me not for my riches
Content are they to be my bitches
For often have you heard it told

That love’s of greater wealth than gold
Though should you need some affirmation
Heed the master’s explanation
RHINEMAIDENS spin GOLD around to face shed
Rammstein, ‘Bück dich’ plays again
Strobe light
All the characters (excluding GOLD) enter the shed for a mock-orgy scene
Music cuts and performers break character, discarding props and costume-pieces as they exit
SHAW (V.O.)
“The only faith which any reasonable disciple can gain from The
Ring is not in love, but in life itself as a tireless power which is
continually driving onward and upward into ever higher and higher forms of organization. The more young people shock their elders and deride and discard their pet institutions the better for the
hopes of the world, since the apparent growth of anarchy is only the
measure of the rate of improvement.”

One Night Stand #8 at KW: The Wagner Rite
14, April, 7PM
The Performers
Aoibheann Greenan - Giant Lips
Robert Mirolo - Bass Guitar
Viktor Orri Árnason - Violin
Aoife Greenan - Dwarf
Breffni McGeough - Wotan
Aliina Lindroos - Rhinemaiden
Louise Butler - Giants and Dragon
Night of Performance and Epic Ritual
Saturday, 23 April, 8PM - Midnight
1st Cycle 9-9:45PM, Repeat Cycle 10:45-11:30PM
The Performers
Aoibheann Greenan - Giant Lips
Robert Mirolo - Bass Guitar
Gudny Gudmundsdottir - Violin
Aoife Greenan - Dwarf
Breffni McGeough - Wotan
Malachy McKeever - Siegfried
Aliina Lindroos - Rhinemaiden
Phillippa Morland & Kees Frederiks - Giants and Dragon
Special Event During Gallery Weekend
Walpurgisnacht Performance
Saturday, 30 April, 10PM - Midnight
The Performers
Aoibheann Greenan
Robert Mirolo
& Special Guests

w w w. i m p o r t - p r o j e c t s . o r g
Open during exhibitions
T h u r s d a y - S a t u r d a y, 1 - 5 p m
& by appointment

